Justifying Terrorism Against Jews is a Bad Ploy
By David Firester
Justifying terrorism against Jews is a poor means for undermining Jewish
sovereignty and advancing the so-called “Palestinian” claim to a state. This is not simply
due to the moral flaw in arguing that one people feels “occupied” by another and has a
“right” to revolt. After all, people tend to rationalize violence for an infinite number of
reasons; both real and imagined. There is an even more dangerous logic that attends
the argument that terrorism is justified: generating a Palestinian narrative that supplants
the historical record.
In order to rewrite history in one’s own favor, it is incumbent on the author(s) to
suppress facts and focus people’s attention on what appears to be the present reality.
To say that Palestinian violence against Israelis (and Jews in general) is premised on
some sort of an occupation that robs them of their dignity and causes daily humiliation is
to ignore the historical record. Although it is a popular trope, it was never the case that
“occupation” caused terrorism. Evidence of this fact can be seen in Gaza, where not a
single Jew has dwelled nor occupied an inch of land since 2005. Yet, tens of thousands
of rockets, hundreds of explosives-laden balloons, and scores of tunnels designed to
abduct Jews have been used against a state the size of New Jersey. Terrorism has long
preceded, and coexisted with, Jewish sovereignty.
The Jewish State came into existence in 1948, despite a war of annihilation (as
the Arabs described it themselves at the time). The state’s establishment was symbolic
of centuries-old Jewish diasporic ambitions, for which a Jewish connection to the land
has been repeatedly affirmed by archeological, historical, and literary sources. Yet prior
that victory, Jews were subjected to Arab violence for decades. Setting aside the
alliance with Hitler by Jerusalem’s Grand Mufti, Haj Amin al-Husseini, there was plenty
of anti-Semitic violence across the Muslim (mainly Arabic speaking) world and it was
commonplace long before Zionism had ever become a movement in the late 1800s.
Pogroms were not simply a European occurrence. During the early 1920s, there
was a wave of killing and looting during the (Nebi Musa) riots in Jerusalem, in Jaffa, and
in Petah Tikvah. These violent events killed scores of Jews. In 1924, a similar (but more
deadly) series of actions transpired in Jerusalem. By 1929, however, matters turned
toward both genocide (the intentional elimination of a people) and ethnic cleansing
(forced expulsion) of Jews. The main slaughter site in this iteration was Hebron. Similar
anti-Semitic murders occurred in 1936 – 1937, during the so-called Arab Revolts.
Scores more Jews were killed. The violence didn’t end there, as the massacre in
Tiberias would bear witness (whole families were murdered in their homes). Arab
terrorism had a penchant for aiming at women, children, the elderly, the infirmed, and
men alike. In short, noncombatant civilians were the primary targets for which no
bounds were observed.

After 1948, setting aside the intentional attacks carried out on Jewish
communities by the warring Arab states, terrorist atrocities were commonplace in Israel.
During the 1950s and 1960s, scores of Jews were killed merely for being Jews. All of
the above occurred when there was no Jewish “occupation” whatsoever. In fact, it was
during the Jordanian occupation of what is sometimes called the West Bank (of the
Jordan River) that the PLO (Palestine Liberation Organization) established itself as a
rather ruthless terrorism entrepreneur. Formed in 1964 to liberate “Palestine” from the
Jews, who had not wielded any authority in the area until a defensive war was won in
1967, they captured much attention, often sympathetic in nature, as a result of their
repeatedly engaging in terrorism.
Although the above review of Arab violence toward Jews is overly simplified, the
trend has continued long beyond the 1960s and 1970s. Since that time, the PLO has
been invited to the peace table, in a nominal rebranding as the PA (Palestinian
Authority). Yet they have not sought peace and have routinely subverted any overtures
made by Israel. Perhaps it is because terrorists don’t necessarily make the best peace
partners, as it risks irrelevance for their rai·son d’ê·tre. It might just be that peace is not
the intended long-range objective after all. Neither explanation is mutually exclusive.
Despite the PA’s active and tacit collaboration with terrorist groups such as al
Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades and multiple intifadas they deliberately instigated, they compete
for market share with fellow terrorist groups such as Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and
Hezbollah. Those groups have expressed a very clear intent to render the region
Judenrein (empty of Jews). Other Left-wing terrorist organizations (e.g., the PFLPPopular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, the DFLP – Democratic Front for the
Liberation of Palestine) have sought a similarly violent approach. What all Palestinian
terrorists have in common is the desire to kill Jews and dismantle the Jewish State.
Indeed, for the Palestinians in general, Alan Dershowitz’s analysis via several
books (2002, 2003, 2005 & 2008) has shown that the Palestinian cause has garnered
great benefits from late 1960s and early 1970s terrorism, especially in Europe. His
assessment wasn’t necessarily an outlier. For instance, Ariel Merari (1993) noted that
terrorism “… has had a beneficial rather than a deleterious effect on PLO’s
legitimacy” (27) that it “… has been a perennial part of the Palestinian struggle since the
early 1920s” (31) and that it “… has always been considered by the Palestinian
insurgents an integral part of the struggle” (32). More pointedly, Jenkins (2006: 128)
clearly stated, “It cannot be denied that terrorism kept the Palestinians’ hopes alive
when Arab governments were defeated on the battlefield, that terrorism galvanized the
Palestinian population and contributed to the concept of the Palestinian state, and that
terrorism compelled international intervention.”
Despite having achieved some intermediate objectives, such as attention to their
purported cause or the capacity to lodge their (often fictitious) grievances with a global
audience, Palestinian anti-Semitic terrorism seems to be failing on a strategic level.
Arab states such as the United Arab Emirates have recently sought normalization with
Israel. It has been reported that a number of other formerly hostile regimes have been

perusing the same option. Although rare, there are even some Saudis who have taken
to castigating the Palestinians for the violence they have chosen in lieu of a non-violent
pathway to peace.
The evidence that occupation causes terrorism is empirically false. People who
embrace terrorism as a means to revise the status quo must not escape opprobrium.
We must call them out and hold them accountable. Deliberate violence against civilians,
a defining feature of terrorism, should never be rewarded. Instead, we must not only
highlight its moral repugnance, but we must also reject the notion that it can ever serve
a legitimate purpose.
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